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Abstract 

In contrast to previous expectation--., covarianl overlap vertices are not always suitable 
for gauge-covariant formulations of bosonic siring field theory with a reduced supplemen
tary field content. This is demonstrated for the version of the theory suggested by Neveu. 
Schwarz and West. The method to construct the interaction, as formulated by Neveu 
and West, fails at one level higher than these authors have considered. The condition for 
a general vertex to describe formally a local gauge-invariant interaction is derived. The 
solution for the action functional and the gauge transformation law is exhibited for all 
fields at once, to the first order in the coupling constant. However, all these vertices seem 
to be unphysical. 
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1 Introduction 
As well known, there are several different formulations of gauge-covariant open string field 
theory (see Refs. [1-18] for some of the most relevant ones). Any of these formulations 
contains the physical string field \J>) and, in additon, a set of supplementary fields which is 
in some sense maximal in the BRST-related versions (see especially Ref. [13]). The string 
interaction in these maximal models is described by covariant overlap integrals involving 
the string configuration xß(cr) and suitable ghost variables whose Fourier decomposition 
gives rise to the multicomponent supplementary fields (see e.g. Refs. [13,15]). 

Among the first gauge-covariant formulations were those which contain only a reduced 
set of supplementary fields (see Refs. [9-12]). From the BRST point of view, these theories 
are partially gauge-fixed. The common belief is that the interaction vertices of such 
theories are essentially given by suitable i-space overlap integrals as well. Starting from 
the free theory (which is well known and in some cases quite simple), it was expected that 
one could construct the correct string interaction by means of a suitable overlap vertex 
and the condition of local gauge-invariance. In the present paper we will show that this 
is not the case. 

We consider the theory originally given by Neveu, Schwarz and West in Ref. [10], 
containing, in addition to the physical string field, two sets of supplementary fields they 
called (pW and £("*•"). In Ref. [14], Neveu and West suggested a method to construct the 
interaction terms in the action functional to the lowest order in the coupling constant 
g. According to their expectations, the couplings between any three fields are described 
by the "covariant light-cone vertex", their relative strengths being contained in a set 
of numerical unknowns. These authors exhibited the three-string-coupling to the lowest 
level, i.e. between the fields 0, <j>^\ 01'1) (and the corresponding gauge transformations) 
explicitly. However, their method fails already at one level above, i.e. considering the 
coupling of all fields with index values m, n < 2. The formal reason is an equation which 
forces certain matrices to be of rank one [equation (5.3) below]. At the lowest level, 
these matrices are one-dimensional, the crucial equation not even showing up during the 
calculation. 

We also show that the correct interaction may not be recovered by means of an 
additional gauge transformation of the conventional type upon the vertex. The final 
result is that either there does not exist a gauge-covariant, local form of the interaction 
at all, or at best a quite unconventional (and complicated?) one. Possibly, this means 
that only the BRST-related formulations of string field theory admit a simple overlap 
integral as interaction vertex. 

In Section 2, we rewrite the model of Neveu, Schwarz and West in terms of "covariant 
Virasoro operators", a concept which was introduced in an earlier paper [12] and which 
proves useful in a simultaneous treatment of all levels at once. In Section 3, the most 
general ansatz for the interaction to the order 0(g) and for the gange transfomation law 
is written down. Assuming the existence of one basic vertex, we follow the spirit of Neveu 
and West, but leave the vertex unspecified. Section 4 is devoted to the evaluation of 
some basic properties of the vertex, especially one identity we will call "covariant vertex 
rule", which relates the action of Virasoro generators at the different "legs". In Section 
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5, the relations which express the gauge-invariance of the action are reduced to a set of 
algebraic equations for numerical factors contained in the ansatz for the interaction. It is 
shown that the vertex must satisfy a very specific condition in order to admit a solution. 
In the case this condition is vaiid, the solution for the action functional and the gauge 
transformation law is unique. It is exhibited to all levels, i.e. for all fields contained in 
the theory, and presented in closed form. This solves the formal problem of constructing 
the interaction, once a suitable basic vertex is known. 

The physical prob'em is posed in Section 6. It is shown that the overlap vertex origi
nally suggested by Neveu and West does not satisfy the necessary condition and that this 
situation persists even after a vertex gauge transformation of the usual type. It is still 
open whether there are more general types of gauge transformations which may achieve a 
suitable vertex reproducing the correct physical on-shell coupling. However, the resulting 
vertex would be of a rather unconventional form and would probably fail to be useful at 
the higher orders in g. Concluding, it is remarked in Section 7 that the results obtained so 
far may drastically reduce the possible formulations for ?tring field theory which possess 
a local, gauge-covariant interaction, possibly singling out th? BRST-versions in a stricter 
sense than has been expected before. 

For conventions and further details on the covariant Virasoro operators, see Ref. [12]. 

2 The Free Theory 
We begin reformulating the free open string field theory as given by Neveu, Schwarz and 
West in Ref. [10] in terms of covariant Virasoro operators. These operators have been 
introduced in Ref. [12] within the context of a different formulation of string field theory. 
However, they turn out to be useful in the present case as well. The formalism is based 
upon the rescaled Virasoro generators 

(2.1) 
V2n 

l*=w«L- • n — (ry 

(n > l ) a n d the structure constants as defined by 

[ r \ r ] = jp

nmc 

W n " % -1- A m 

n^O -ST* (2.2) 
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where numerically 

(p + m)n 
w p

m „ = up

mn = —«•- °p.m+n (2.3a) 

3™ = J'mn = W p

m n - U*m (2.3b) 

A m

n = Sm

n, u;m„ = m6m

n (2.3c,d) 

O r a„ = ^ ( l - m V V (2.3e) 

The unusual redefinition (2.1) of Virasoro generators has been performed in order to 
achieve the simple relation (2.3c). In the appendix of Ref. [12] it is shown how to extend 
the formalism in terms of a more general basis instead of (2.1). Obviously, summation 
over all positive integer values of repeated indices is understood. 

The covariant Virasoro operators are defined to act in the space of "covariant string 
fields", i.e. open string Föck-space elements (which may be represented as functionals of 
x"(<r)), carrying upper and lower indices of »he type used above, i.e. | x m " n...). Let 

Vp\xm

n) = tp\X

mn) + ww

F tlx ,»> " " V l x m , > (2.4a) 

V>\Xmn) = *" |X m n} + " / " W ~ « . " I x " * , ) (2 .4a) 

V\xm

n) = L0\xnn) + u>m,|x'») - w ' „ | x m , ) , (2.4c) 

and of course further w-terms for each additional index. These operations commute with 
index contraction. Moreover, complex (or hermitean) conjugation amounts to convert all 
index positions (upper •-+ lower), as in (2.1) and (2.3a,b). The bra belonging to |xmn) 
is denoted by (xmn|. and the formal extension of the index conversion rule to the I>'s is 
contained in identities like 

( x J P p I x T = (XpmPV"). (2-5) 

The most remarkable property of the Vs is their algebra. Applied to any covariant string 
field, 

[Dm,Vn) = [2T,X)»] = [Vm,V] = [ir,V} = 0. (2.6) 

The only non-trivial relation reads, in D = 26, 

\Vm,T>n)\xp

9) = {Am„(2>- l ) - f t "» \ n } | X %) +Km\k\x\) --fcm tn,lx%) (2.7) 

with analogous "curvature" terms for each additional index. The numerical values of 
Hmn„ as well as the extension of (2.7) off the critical dimension and some identities 
which serve to prove these relations, are given in Ref. [12], In the case of a single upper 
index, a trivial cancellation in (2.7) reveals 

[Dm,Vn)Un)=(V-l)\x

m)- (2-8) 
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In the course of the present paper we will encounter 2>'s acting upon covariant string 
fields of the type 0\\), O and \\) both carrying indices, the 0's being operators or just 
numbers. In order to commute Vn (or analogously D" and V) to the right, one uses a 
"product rule" 

0.0|X) = i\en,0] + (0.0X, + OD n }| X ) (2.9) 
where (X>„C)W collects only the w-terms stemming from (2.4a) when applied to O alone. 

The free gauge-covariant string field theory of Neveu, Schwarz and West contains the 
physical string field |V>) and two sets of supplementary fields |^n) and | ^ m n ) . Due to the 
reseating (2.1), these fields differ from the original ones, which have been denoted as 4>M 

and C ( m , n ) in Ref. [10], by trivial numerical factors. 
Expressed in terms of the covariant Virasoro operators, the action functional reads 

5 / r e e = - ( 0 | P - l | ^ ) + 2 ( V » P J ^ ) - ( ^ | ^ ) - 2 ( ^ n n | I > - | r ) + ( ^ m n p - l | ^ m ) . (2-10) 

each Fock-space scalar-prc Juct being accompanied by an integration over D-dimensional 
Minkowski space. We impose reality conditions such that 

(tflDnlf) = {*»[*&) 
(2.11) 

{+m*mr) = (+m\i>n\ru'). 
The gauge transformations under which (2.10) is invariant in the critical dimension, are 
given by 

*/«W = lf>,\?) (2.12a) 

*/rJf,)«-(2>-J)'r> (2.126) 
9 

SfimlT*) - - X ^ I D , (2.12c) 
5 

|£m) being the "gauge parameter" and g the coupling constant of the string-interaction 
(which may be set equal to 1 in this section). (2.12a) expresses the "gauge-covariance" 
of the theory. The invariance of the action is proved most elegantly using only (2.6) and 
(2.8). 

In order to construct the possible interactions of this theory, it will turn out convenient 
to have an even more compact notation. Introduce a new type of indices A,B,C,... which 
take the values (0,m,pq), the latter being a double index with a special mark, , in 
nrder to avoid confusions. All fields of our theory are now collected into a single one, 
called \flA), by 

(ift°),i<n,in*))=(w, m , w», (2.i3) 
its bra {QA\ being defined by 

((iUtiUPfcl)» ((*I.(A.M*J)- (2.14) 
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Using (2.11) to rewrite the action into a manifestly real form, we find 

S/„, = - {Ot l^a in») , (2.15) 

the gauge transformations (2.12) now being 

6free\il
A) = V B | r > (2.16) 

9 

or equivalently 

S,ret(0A\ = -{WM (2-17) 
9 where 

-̂ 0 «-

^ 0 '*' 

K?~ \ (V-l -Vn 0 \ 
* £ Ä a - 0 - C W (2-18) 
AC""*/ V o Ä'Z* -s?s;(v-i)J 

l?n V*0 \ ( X>« I> n 

and 

2>»m = J£(l>-1) | . (2.19) 

In a symbolic notation (cf. Equ. (2.5)), we have 

fC\ = (>CBA)* (2.20) 

and 
Z>\ = (^vi) 1 . (2.21) 

The gauge-invariance is now guaranteed by the identity 

t^AICA

B\{^) = 0 (2.22a) 

for arbitrary \QB) or, equivalently, 

£V>MO=0 (2.226) 

for arbitrary | { n ) . This completes our presentation of the free theory. 

3 The Interacting Theory 
We intend now to write down an ansatz for an interaction term to first order in the 
coupling constant g, i.e. to third order in the fields. The most general form of the action 
functional to this order is given by 

S = S/rm + \g ,»(V^|II 4 ) , | f t B ) , | f l c )a . (3.1) 
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Here, the interaction vertex U3(VABC\, or its ket version |V/4'BC)i23, carries three indices, 
each of them belonging to one of the three numbers counting the external "legs", the 
index A being associated with the first leg etc. 

The actual numbers counting the legs (here 1, 2 and 3) are just notations for a 
functional dependence on three copies of Pock-space variables. For any permutation (rst) 
of (123), we may consider 

WABC)Ttt = f^ßfS - 5 W » - *)K>U (3-2) 
where |0)r„ = |0)r|0) f|0), = | 0 ) m and 

/ = / (o-n .Pi.;«»-« ,P»,<*-n ,/>J (J-3) 

are definite functions which characterize the vertex. Here, the index A belongs to the first 
leg, with leg number r. In order to emphasize this correspondence, we sometimes place 

r « > 

the leg number above the index, e.g. fABC. 
The ^-functions in (3.2) - which are usually not written down explicitly - ensure 

momentum conservation 
( 8 ! + g + g ) | V ^ ) w - 0 (3.4) 

which is an external condition when everything is expressed in momentum space (as is 
often done). In the following, we will encounter covariant Virasoro operators belonging 

W 
to a certain leg, e.g. Vm. We agree now that such an operator supplies the "connection" 
terms in (2.4) only for those indices which are associated with the same leg, e.g. 

(1) »as (1) ia» i»3 

TT |VBP0),23 =r | V n W ) , a + u>9

mn\V"°)l33. (3.5) 

This rule may be expressed shorter by saying that only those w's appear whose indices 
belong to one and only one leg (e.g. u>9

 m n in (3.5)). 
Returning to (3.1), we want to keep the possibility for all fields to carry additional 

Chan-Paton indices [19]. In this case, (3.1) is understood as a matrix product, including 
a trace. Hence, we must not commute two ffi)'s in expressions like (3.1). However, cyclic 
permutations of matrices under the trace are allowed. Thus, we may require the vertex 
to be cyclically symmetric, 

\VABC)m = \VBCA)m = |VC"B>3», (3.6) 

the second equality being already a consequence of the first one. 
The general expression for the gauge transformations to the order considered is given 

by 

6 3{SIA\ - 6„tt ,(0,1 + i 3, a (W^ n |n 5 >, |r)j + \ ™WBAn\nW%. (3.7) 
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3 > 2 

From this formula it follows that we have to assign indices to legs according to \UABn)zi2 
and |W**")M 1. 

There is a restriction upon the vertices appearing in this law, which follows from 
Chan-Paton considerations. In the case of O(N) or USp{2N), the correct symmetries of 
the Chan-Paton matrices contained at the various levels of the physical string field arc 
given by (see e.g. Ref. [14,16]) 

l*)tf = (-)*!*>* (3-8) 
where t and j are the Chan-Paton indices (which are normally suppressed) and 

N=f2a_n»antl = L0-]-prp„ (3.9) 

is the mass level operator, {—)N describing the reversion x"{a) -* xM(w — <x) in the 
functional representation. As a consequence, the free gauge transformation law (2.12) 
requires 

\r)a = (-)n+N\Chi (3-10) 
and, for the supplementary fields, 

in, = (-r*m.-
(3.H) 

i*m,% = ( -r + B + "ir B )„ - . 
The unified version of these symmetries is expressed by 

|(V% = {-)A+N\a% (3.12) 

where we have set 
(-f* = ( - ) m f n , (3.13) 

(—)° and (-)" being defined obviously. Requiring these symmetries also for 6 3(QA\ ' n 

(3.7), we find 
|W B / I n ) 2 3 i = (-)A+B+n+NpABnh7i (3.14) 

as a restriction for the gauge transformation vertices. Here, 

N=N + {fl+%. (3.15) 

In the case of U(N), which is the remaining possibility for the Chan-Paton group [20], one 
obtains the same restriction (3.14), although using a somewhat different argumentation. 
(Whereas in the case considered above, all string fields are real, and (3.8) specific |0) as 
an unorientable string, the U(N) strings are orientable and only subject to a hermiticity 
condition which is obtained by replacing the l.h.s. of (3.12) by \ttA)'j, * being the complex 
conjugation of string fields in the functional representation [16]. The transition from a ket 
to a bra includes a matrix transposition - just as the operation f - which ensures (2.11) 
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in any case. The vertices themselves are always supposed to be real when represented as 
kernels in a functional integral.] 

We turn now to the invariance of the action functional (3.1) under the gauge trans
formations (3.7) which relates V with W and U. Inserting (3.7) into (3.1), the 0(l/g) 
contribution vanishes on account of the gauge symmetry in the free case, (2.22). We are 
interested in the contribution to the order 0(g°). Using the cyclicity (3.6) and the possi-

(3) (1) 
bility of redefining the leg numbers (e.g. symbolically: 1 2 3{V| V lOs l^ i l ^a = 23i(V| V 
l^)!|ri)2|0)3) and cyclically permuting the Chan-Parton matrices, we arrive at 

(3) 

«5= ,23<v^z>»c|n*),|ftB)2|r>3 

- x7*<Mc*\$A\&)X\&)ÜT)* ( 3 1 6 ) 

(2) 

- «(w^ci^Bin^iin^hiDs-
Hence, the invariance of the action to this order is guaranteed if and only if the vertices 
satisfy the equations 

(3) 1 3 3 (1) 1 3 ] (2) H j 

D" c\VABC)n3 =ICA

 c\UCBn)m+ ICB c\WACn)i73, (3.17) 

where the assignment of indices to legs is now crucial in view of the covariant Virasoro 
operators contained in (2.18 - 19). The form of this equation justifies the arrangement 
of leg numbers in (3.7) as the most convenient one. 

In order to satisfy (3.17), we proceed in the spirit of what is usually done (see e.g. 
Ref. (14]) and postulate the existence of a single basic vertex |V)i23 without indices. All 
vertices are then constructed as linear combinations of |V) 1 23, its cyclic permutations 
HOwi» |V) 3 1 2 and those of the Chan-Paton reversed vertex 

Mmsi-fmm, (3.18) 

N being given by (3.15). We first solve the formal problem of gauge-invariance and 
postpone the question of the correct coupling to a later section. The general expression 
which satisfies the cyclicity (3.6) reads 

\VABC)in = vABC\V)123 + vBC*\V)m + vCAB\V)2n 

+ vABC\ V)m + vBCA\V)m + vCAB\V)3„ 

+ fiftf W123 + iffi\V)m + fijffiil^)«, 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 
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and |W i*Sn)ij3 given by an expression analogous to (3.20) but with u's replaced by u»'s. 
The Chan-Paton symmetry (3.14) then reduces to 

„,ABn _ / \A+B+n~BAn 
W(l,II,lll) ~ \~) "( / , / / / . / / ) 

(3.21) 
W{1,11,111) ~ \ I "(I. / /I , / /)-

Note the interchanges (A *-* B) and (// *-* III). All these numbers are supposed to be 
real, the general rule for complex conjugation expressing that numerically 

vABC = vABC, (3.22) 

and analogous formulae for all the u's and w's. 
There are two last requirements we have to impose upon our basic vertex. The first 

one is to take |K)u3 of tho form (3.2 - 3) (without indices), with 

f = eG (3.23) 

and G a regular function of all a's and p's. Usually, one takes G quadratic, but for the 
moment this is not even necessary. Secondly, we suppose the permutations of \V) and 
\V) to be different enough to decouple (3.17) into six equations, one for each version of 
| V) resp. \V) appearing in the ansatz (3.19 - 20). Of course, these six equations are quite 
similar in structure. For example, the |V)123-equation reads 

(3) 1 3 3 (1) 111 (2) I 3 j 
t>k c vABC\V)l23 = (KA c «f;fn+ Kh c « t f f ) | V ) m . (3.24) 

The next two sections are essentially devoted to the study of this equation. (3.21) re
veals the Chan-Parton interplay between twiddled and untwiddled quantities. The basic 
variables may either be taken as (u, ü) or as (u, w). 

One may in effect replace part of the equations (3.J 7) by the condition of closure 
of the gauge algebra itself (as this was done in Ref. [14]). One would then require the 
existence of a further vertex, say \Gmnp)my such that the commutator between two local 
gauge transformations with parameters |( n ) and |nn) is, at the lowest order, again such 
a transformation with parameter |Cn), such that 

IC>3 = (if{.M*j - i<fc»MUI<r,»>m. (3.25) 
In the end, one would find the same result as we will do, considering only (3.17). 

The coupling of the physical string field \ty) = |ft°) to itself in the action is normalized 
by setting 

v°°°=l. (3.26) 

(Our later results will show that v 0 0 0 = 0 would imply all other constants to vanish and 
that t/ 0 0 0 » 1 is a consequence of (3.26).) In order to interpret (3.24) as an algebraic 
equation for numbers, we need some preliminaries which are collected in the following 
section. 
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4 Properties of the Vertex 
(3) 

Setting A — B = 0 in (3.24), we obtain an equation which has P" \V)U3 on the left hand 

side [recall (3.26)] and the action of all Vp and V —1 upon multiples of |V)u 3 on the 
right hand side. Taking into account also the 00-components of the equations for \V)ni 

and |V)3i2, one obtains an identity of the form 

vl |v)m - £ { $ -1W.+ ft «T.n}|v>iM (4.i) 
for r = 1,2,3. We will call such an identity "covariant vertex rule". Here, the lower indices 
of a" and a £ B are placed such that they indicate the !**g number of the indices above. 
Due to the definition of the covariant Virasoro operators, it is necessary that the a's are 
at the right of the P's. Note that (4.1) may as well be written as 

fl IV)m = («C + E K . K + C 2»|V>w (4-2) 
with 

t > r = w » n c + W - V E - E < • (4.3) 
«si 

In order to find similar rules for the permuted versions of \V), one has to rename all the 
Fock-space variables appearing in (4.1). For any permutation T (r(t) = x,), the vertex 

| V ) 1 2 3 s | V ) w (4.4) 

satisfies the rule (4.1), but with coefficients 

(4.5) 
•r» — *>J » 

where * = *~l(t). Under multiplication of a vertex with {—)N, one must substitute 

(4.6) 
« c -• (-r+ na?iB. 

These rules will enable us to extend the solution of (3.24) to all the remaining equations. 
Returning to (3.24) and (4.1), we may already read off 

,.00n _ mn ufOOn ~ _«00i» _ ,w 
tt(/) - *31 W(J) 3 U{1) **33 

v - -833 u» ( / ) s u{l) a 3 , (4.7) 

U(I) ~ °31 V ""* - -»33-

Before evaluating the remaining equations contained in (3.24), we derive two baaic prop
erties of the vertex. The first one is given by the 
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Lemma: An identity 

( c + f > , i'J + c ; U})|v) i a 3 = o (4.8) 
• S i 

can only hold if 
c = c. = c? = 0. (4.9) 

In order to prove this, we multiply (4.8) from the left by three arbitrary states of mass-
level zero. One convenient choice is to take states of well-defined momentum 

(X.I = (Ol****. (4.10) 

Then 
.~lM(r _ »3(0|(c- 5 £ * : * < ( A ) | V ) « = 0 (4.11) 

131 

for all choices of Jb? with 
*f + k£ + Jt£ = 0 (4.12) 

(cf. Equ. (3.4)). Due to (3.23), we have i73(0\V)l33 ? 0, thus 

c = c, = 0. (4.13) 

Now replace, for fixed a, the state (xt\ by 

(X.I = (Ola.M****, (4.14) 

which leads immediately to c] — 0. Replacing a," by a2" in (4.14), we find cj = 0 etc., 
hence 

cn, = 0 (4.15) 

for all n and a. 
This result allows us to transform equations involving only l„ and L0 (or equivalently 

(r) (f) 
t>n and V) into numerical ones. As a first application we remark that the a's character
izing the vertex are unique, as well as the solutions (4.7), once the a's are known. 

The second property of tue vertex is an algebraic restriction upon the coefficients a 
themselves. Multiplying (<*.l) by V* and subtracting the equation with I v J •-» I I 

interchanged, the left hand side vanishes as a consequence of the algebra (2.6). At the 
(0 (j) 

right side, use (2.9) and related identities to commute V* and P" to the right. Upon a 
further application of (4.1) and (2.9), we obtain identities of the form (4 8), i.e. involving 

W (») 
only Vmi V and c-oumbers. Consequently, the coefficients must vanish. This gives a set of 
equations which expresses the compatibility of the covariant vertex rule with the Virasoro 
algebra. 
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Defining 
A1;*,: = «"»,<. + w % a £ , (4.16) 

these equations are 

Wm

nrK - \6rtJn>n>K - fi%0 - { ( l ) W ( r ) } S ° ( 4 1 7 ) 

{AT.« + 6*& - \6rtJm

n>C.} - { ( f ) " ( " ) } = 0 ( 4 1 8 ) 

<*OC* + O S + o > , > V 7 - i u . " 0 - { ( f ) " ( " ) } = ° ( 4 1 9 ) 

where J m * p and 0% are defined in (2.3) and b* in (4.3). Due to their derivation, these 
equations are satisfied by any vertex, once a covariant vertex rule is ensured. They will 
play an important role in the next section. 

5 Solution of the Formal Problem 
w 

We return now to equation (3.24). Inserting any values of A and B, we commute all D"1 

to the right, using (2.9), and apply the covariant vertex rule (4.1). The calculations are 
rather lengthy but straightforward. As a second step, all V and t>m are either commuted 
to the left or evaluated by means of (2.4). After all, one ends up with an equation of the 
type (4.8) whose coefficients have to vanish. In this way, the problem is reduced to a set 
of algebraic equation** for all constants v, u, w. For the moment, we suppose the a's to 
be known. 

Choosing (A, B) = (0, m) in (3.24), the coefficients of L0 and lp in the resulting 
equation allows one to read off some more of the required constants, e.g. 

Inserting all solutions obtained ao far into the remaining c-number term, one arrive«, at 
the compatibility equation (4.18) with s = t = 2, r = 3, thus an identity which needs no 
further consideration. The same pattern persists for (A,B) = (m,0) and {m,n). 

However, al {A, 3) = (0,p$) and {pq, 0), a new problem arises Some of the algebraic 
equations may be solved with respect to v's and u's, the c-number terms again being 
identically zero due to the compatibility equation (4.18). What remains, are the two 
equations 

° » * 3 3 - "33 "22 

* «31 — * 3 1 a H ' 

(5.2) 

which are in general not satisfied. Thus, not any vertex satisfying a covariant vertex rule 
admits a solution to ou- problem. The equations (5.2) have to be complemented by those 
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that arise in a completely analogous way for the equations involving |V)Mi and |V)312, 
and which are just permutations of (5.2) [cf. Eqs. (4.5)]. These altogether are equivalent 
to the requirement that the coefficient« in (4.1) are of the form 

C = CC (5.3) 
Supposing that this is satisfied, the remaining equations (3.24) do not provide any further 
obstacle. One encounters only equations which may either be solved with respect to the 
unknowns or vanish on account of (5.3), (4.18) or (4.19). The solution is unique, once *£ 
and a£ n (subject to (5.3)) are known. Surprisingly, the whole solution may be expressed 
in terms of aj£ and e£ n alone, without any reference to the factorization (5.3), as e.g. 
v00* in (4.7). 

For the sake of completeness, »e present the full solution in a somewhat closed form. 
[This form uses (% and g" explicitly, but ia effect these quantities always combine into 
(5.3).] In order to do this, we have to define quantities which do net depend on the 
particular values of an index A but on its type (i.e. whether A = 0, m or pq). Let Qi(A) = 1 
if {i,A) equals (0,0) or (l,m) or (2,pg), for some m. p and q, 0 , (J4) = 0 otherwise. The 
reason for such a dependence is that the action and the gauge transformation laws involve 
the various combinations of field types |V>), |^ B ) , |^m w) and |("). FVom this point of view, 
the indices A, B are "less covariant* than m, n and serve only for convenience. Next 
define 

A(A)f. = 6o(A)MoB - (6,(^4)8;, + 6a(A)f? f)(4? + 6B~tf) (5.4) 

B(A)* m [e0(A) + 9,(,4)]*r.tf - [e0(>4)a;, + ex{A)f?.)6Z (5.5) 

C(AY„ = (6o(A) - $M)\*. ~ *M)f?. (5.6) 

g? = tf+tfg,». (5.7) 
Finally, we need the "loft part" A_ of an index A, 

0_=0, m _ = 0 , (pq)-=P (5.8) 

and its "right part" A»., 

0+ = 0, m + = m, (pq)+ = q. (5.9) 

The two basic objects are defined as the determinants 

A(A)?r A(B)*t A(C)* 

A(A)> A(B)ft A{C)* (5.10a) 

A{A)i A(Bfu A(C)ft 

•vABC „ 

or 
X ? # * » £ e"tA(Bi)f;,A(B2)?;,A(B3)% (5.106) 

r,t,tm\ 
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and 
B(A+K-9 B(B-)?-, C(A)?-r 

Y ^ s ^ g f - B{A+)?+r H(B-)f*. C(A)f+r . (5.11) 

B(A+)?r B(B.)% C(A)?T 

Note that not really all components of A, B and C are required in these expressions if 
(rst) is a permutation of (123). Hence, there is some ambiguity in the definitions (5.4 -
6). 

We are now able to present the full solution. Once the factorization (5.3) is valid, 
equation (3.24) is equivalent to 

vABC = X*g c (5.12) 

«Öf" s ( - ^ + B + " " S f = *i&n (5-13) 

u f l f = (-)*+»+*«gf = Y&". (5.14) 

Using the permutation rules (4.5) as well as (4.6), the solution ior the remaining equations 
contained in (3.17) follows straightforwardly. Due to the Chan-Paton conditions (3.21), 
the overall system of equations is overdetermined, a consequence being 

v™ * 1, (5.15) 

which fixes the solution 
V*BC = (_)A+B+CXIMC Ä ^A+B+C^AC ( 5 1 6 ) 

«$>" = i-)A+B+n*tth = Y & n < 5 - 1 7 ) 
«flft = (-)MB+n*?ii) - Y#» (518) 
wfft = ( -^"ügf t = Y&» (5.19) 
„AJjn s ^B^BM . y ^ ( 5 2 0 ) 

Had we not required the Chan-Paton symmetry (3.14), we would have encountered only 
one more degree of freedom, contained in an arbitrary choice of v 0 0 0 . 

In order to comprise the results, we denote the sign of a permutation x (being +1 for 
even and - 1 for odd *) by e(x). Then the complete, unique solution reads (p being an 
arbitrary permutation and A 5 t'1 o p) 

WABC)»n» = i:^)A^^NK^)^^ (5.21) 
ir 
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and, according to (3.14), 

|W^B)„„* = E'W^^YStJV).,,,,,,,, (5.23) 
w 

where the sums run over all 3! = 6 permutations of (123). It is clear that such a general 
pattern applies to any string field theory with Chan-Paton requirements. In effect, due 
to cyclic reordering of the Chan-Paton matrices one may instead of | V i 4 S C ) 1 2 3 insert 
\VABC)in = %vABC\V)l2i + vABC\V)173) into the action (3.1). 

Summarizing we may state that an interaction vertex at the order 0(g) may be 
constructed by means of \V)ua if and only if a covariant vertex rule of the type (4.1) is 
satisfied and the coefficients factorize according to (5.3). This solves the formal problem. 
In the next section, we pose the question whether it is possible to obtain the comet 
physical coupling in this way. 

6 Comparison to the Physical Overlap Vertex 
The correct coupling between physical states, i.e. states which satisfy 

P » = ( X ? - 1 ) | V ) = 0 (6.1) 

is described by the Caneschi-Schwimmer-Veneziano vertex (21) \VCSV)\K- Hence, the 
basic vertex |V) 1 J 3 of our theory should be gauge equivalent to the CSV-vertex in the 
sense 

\VhK = cH\Vcsv)l23, (6.2) 

where H annihilates any physical state r {0|. The most natural definition of such a gauge 
transformation between vertices is to let (cf. Ref. [14]) 

tf = E{(Z>-l)A.+ £U;}> (6.3) 
ml 

(f) (•) 
i.e. linear in LQ - 1 and c». The "covariant" notation in (6.3) will turn out to be convenient 
below. 

Neveu and West (14] have suggested the covariant generalization of the light-cone-
gauge vertex [14,15] to play the fundamental role in the theory under consideration. 
This vertex, denoted by |V c )m, arises as the oscillator version of the covariant overlap 
integral of three strings and provides the bosonic part of the correct full BRST-related 
vertex [15]. It is characterized by three "string lengths" Q\, o 2 , u 3 which are arbitrary 
except Oi + otj + <*$ = 0 and whose sign combinations distinguish between "joining" and 
"splitting". We will not write dewn the explicit form of | V c ) j W (this can e.g. be found 
in Refs. [14,15]), but merely note that it is gauge equivalent to | V < 7 5 v ) m in the above 
sense [14] and that it satisfies a covariant vertex rule. To show this, one has to read off 
b™, a£ and a£" from Equ. (2.29) in Ref. [15] - which is of the type (4.2) - and to prove 
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(4.3). It is a*nusing to see that this is just valid in D = 26. The only thing we will need 
here is the expression 

«-(JW, „ _ H ^ J ^ L /.(*J/.( , . |«p(rüWri). (6.4) 
a; na r + ma, aT a, 

where 
7r = (6-5) 

Or 

r»7 V n / f»h) = - " («•«) 
and 

T = a , l n ( - ^ ) + a , l n ( - ^ ) . (6.7) 

The last formula amounts to choose Ö 3 of one sign and both ÖJ and a2 of the other. 
The remaining sign combinations enter the theory automatically via the permuted and 
Chan-Paton reversed versions of this vertex. 

The most surprising thing we report here is that this does not satisfy (5.3). In other 
words, the co-'ariant overlap vertex is not suitable to the formulation of string field theory 
we are considering. This contrasts the expectations that were given by Neveu and West 
in their paper [14]. They actually solved the equations (3.24) at the lowest level, i.e. 
considering only the couplings between \i>), \<f>1) and J^n) and only gauge transformations 
with If1). The resulting equations are of course not enough to see the drawback, because 
the equations (5.2) are valid if every index takes only the value 1. However, the higher 
equations do not have a solution. It should be noted here that one would encounter the 
same drawback when studying the condition of closure (3.25), which is more directly 
related to the calculations given in Ref. [14]. On the other hand, one may as well perform 
an analysis of this situation using the Caneschi-Schwimmer-Venezianc vertex as it was 
done in Ref. [11]. 

In order to save the situation, one may ask whether there exists a better gauge-
equivalent version of this vertex. [In fact, one could have the feeling that |V / C ), 2 3 is not so 
far from satisfying (5.3); it is only the factor (nar + ma,)"1 which prevents its validity.] 
In order to see that thic is not so, one has to compute the variation of the a's under such 
a transformation (6.2). [It is easily seen that the transformed vertex always satisfies a 
covariant vertex rule as well, but now with different a's.] Let, in general, 

M ) m = <*"\V)m (6-8) 

with H from (6.3) and the vertices being characterized by a£(A) and «£n(A). Upon mul
tiplying (6.8) with P"*, applying (4.1), then multiplying by e~XH (the covariant Virasoro 
operate** contained in H now acting upon the index m) and differentiating with respect 
to A, one obtains a differential equation for the a(A) which can be solved explicitly. We 
will quote here only that part of the result which is necessary for our argumentation. 
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Define the matrices KTy Mr by 

A C , = =htj-kn. ( 6 9 ) 

Then, for r £ s and omitting the (T> — 1)-terms in H which would not do the job anyway, 
one finds 

<r(A) = (eA Kr,(<A"-)vr:(o) - (CXKTA K )>»»*.y.(o). (0.10) 
Thus, inserting (5.?) for A = 0, one obtains a™"(l) as a sum of two terms, each factorizing 
according to (5.3). This can never be equal to (6.4). 

As a consequence, there is not even a gauge-equivalent version of |V c)u3 (and thus 
of | V C 5 V ) 1 2 3 ) which would apply for our theory. Here, two possibilities arise. 

On the one hand, it may be possible that there exists a vertex which is generated out 
of |'/c)i23 like in (6.2) but with H being of higher order in the Virasoro generators. This 
would presumably destroy the structure (3.23) with G being quadratic in the Fock-space 

variables a_„ ** and p". Moreover, most of these transformations would at the same time 
destroy the rule (4.1). It is not clear to me whether there exist such generalized vertices at 
all, and, in the case they exist, it seems unlikely that they would survive the requirements 
showing up at the higher orders in g. 

On the other hand, if the validity of a covariant vertex enforces the possible gauge 
transformations to be of the type (6.3) - which remains to be proven - there would be 
no physically correct vertex whatsoever, based on our previous assumptions, not even if 
only the on-shell couplings are considered. 

7 Conclusion 
The main result is that the method of Neveu and West to construct a local, gauge-
covariant interaction vertex for the formulation of string field theory we are considering, 
fails. This might be understood from the point of view of the complete (BUST-related) 
version of open bosonic string field theory as given in Ref. [15]. At the free level, the theory 
containing only |0), |^B) and \4>mn) as fields and |(") as gauge parameters, is obtained 
from the complete one by setting all additional fields and gauge parameters equal to 
zero. This is possible because the reduced field content decouples from the rest. In the 
interacting case, the partial elimination of supplementary fields is not so straightforward. 
We have shown that it cannot lead to the vertex that has been expected. 

Perhaps the most plausible answer to this problem is that one must give up either 
gauge-cc* xiance or locality in order to eliminate all supplementary fields that do not 
show up in the theory we examined. In other words, one would either lose |(*) as a 
completely free gauge parameter or obtain non-regular functions (such as inverses) of the 
Fock-space variables. 
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In this sense, the strongest possible conclusion is that there does not exist a gauge-
covariant local string field theory with the reduced field content |V>), |^"), \4>mn). It is not 
clear, how far these considerations apply to other formulations of string field theory (with 
a reduced supplementary field content) as well (e.g. those contained in Hefe. [9,11,12]). 
However, they might be a hint that only the BRST-related versions possess a gauge-
covariant local interaction at all. 
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